
Objection by Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association  

Statement of Case        TWA/13/APP/04/OBJ/1727 

Introduction 

The Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association area consists of approximately 120 
households located on five roads immediately adjacent to the A660 in Far Headingley postal 
district and Weetwood ward. The only exit is directly onto the A660 so we clearly have great in-
terest in understanding the impact of the proposed transport scheme. The area is described in 
the Far Headingley, Weetwood and West Park Neighbourhood Design Statement ( Document 
D-3-5 ). The resident association is Leeds City Council accredited, has its own constitution, free 
membership, and holds regular meetings every two or three months which are open to all the 
residents. The issue of the proposed trolleybus scheme has been a standing item for discussion 
at all the resident association meetings since last May. The organisation is affiliated to both the 
North West Leeds Transport Forum (NWLTF) and the A660 Joint Council and has actively par-
ticipated in their deliberations. The association fully endorses the Statement of Case objecting 
to the scheme submitted by the North West Leeds Transport Forum ( TWA/13/APP/04/OBJ/
1719). 

Helen Pickering has been nominated to speak on behalf of the resident association. She has 
also been asked to speak on behalf of the following individuals who have independently object-
ed:  Richard Byrn, Margaret Thompson, Richard Thompson, Kathryn Wiggen, Alison Larkin, Pat 
Belford, David Johnson, Anna Sutcliffe, Hilary Taylor, Catherine von Knorring, Alex McGilp,  Ali-
son McGilp, Val Johnson and for herself. 

Helen Pickering has been a resident of NW Leeds for a total of 45 years. She has also lived 
and worked in London, Manchester, Newcastle and Teesside. In 1990 she was appointed the 
founding full time Director and manager of the Leeds Initiative, the city's private/public economic 
development partnership. She has also worked as an academic and university senior manager 
to the level of deputy vice chancellor. More recently she has been an independent higher edu-
cation consultant. 

As a result of long and detailed discussion the resident association is writing to oppose the 
scheme on the following grounds: 

1.  Lack of public consultation and public opposition to the scheme. 

2.  A worse public transport system and adverse impact on other road users and pedestrians. 

3. Damage to the landscape and heritage environment of NW Leeds. 

4. A weak business case and poor value for money. 


1.0.  Lack of Public Consultation and Public Opposition to the Scheme 

1.1 The public meetings held by NGT on the A660 route were used only for dissemination of 
information on the trolleybus scheme and not for consultation. The OECD defines "consultation" 
as requiring a two-way exchange of views and an open mind as to the outcome ( see http://
www.oecd.org/mena/governance/36785341.pdf ). It has always been made clear to us by 
NGT that the only option on offer was the trolleybus despite the availability of other public 
transport improvements that could have been considered. Members of the Drummond and  
Churchwood Residents' Association attended events at both St Chad's Parish Centre and 
Lawnswood. They were very disappointed at the lack of answers and clarity on many issues 
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including why only a trolleybus scheme had ever been considered for this particular route. They 
believe the A660 is geographically unsuitable for such an intrusive mode of public transport. 
They also believe the road infrastructure construction proposals will not only completely trans-
form the character of the area, but also change the function of the A660 itself from a predomi-
nantly locally used road into a wide and unfriendly major, arterial route. 
1.2  Contrary to the NGT's publicity, there is massive local opposition to the scheme. The only 
opinion survey quoted by NGT in support was carried out in 2009 for a quite different proposal, 
yet the results of that survey  (77% in support) have been quoted as if they indicate support for 
this new scheme. There has been no recent attempt by NGT to measure public attitudes to the 
new trolleybus proposal. However the Yorkshire Evening Post carried out a recent poll in its pa-
per during February 2014 in which 72% of respondents opposed the scheme with only 28% in 
favour and this was reported in the paper on Feb 21st 2014. (Appendix 1 ). 
1.3  The Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association actively participated in a ques-
tionnaire survey conducted by North West Leeds Transport Forum in September and October 
2013. (Document ref NWLTF Statement of Case Appendix I). We had an over 50% response 
rate from our residents with 95% against, only 3% in favour of the proposal, with the others as 
"don't knows". A public meeting held by the North West Leeds Transport Forum at St Chad's 
Parish Hall in our Drummond and Churchwood area was attended by many of our residents. It 
attracted over 100 people and there was universal hostility to the scheme.  
1.4  No recognisable representative business consultation has been carried out by NGT. This is 
particularly true of the most affected small businesses along the A660 including those located in 
Far Headingley and Weetwood. The resident association has made a particular effort to contact 
them and talk to them about their concerns. Issues raised with us include being put at greater 
financial risk as a result of the significant road widening and construction works, narrower 
pavements which would reduce footfall, the adverse impact on environmental quality due to the 
removal and lopping of trees and reduced green verges, and the loss of parking for clients. The 
Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) was not formally consulted by NGT. An FSB officer visit-
ed our area and talked to some of our local businesses about the potential impact of the pro-
posals on their viability. They have carried out their own questionnaire survey across Leeds and 
found that 69% of small businesses did not think the trolleybus the right solution for the city's 
public transport needs and that rose to 78% in the most affected postcodes of NW Leeds. (Ap-
pendix 2 Federation of Small Businesses Report pages 1-3) At a well-attended FSB meeting in 
Far Headingley there was a unanimous vote by local businesses against the NGT scheme.  
1.5  In relation to wider written business support quoted by NGT in their documentation, the 
Statement from the Leeds Chamber of Commerce is notably non-specific in its comments about 
the scheme and simply states how important public transport is for the city, a point with which 
we would all agree. A document from DfT obtained via a FOI request ( Document ref NWLTF 
Statement of Case Appendix H )suggests that DfT were surprised at the apparent support of the 
Leeds business community given that the direct impacts of the scheme on business were nega-
tive by a considerable degree. The DfT speculate that this may be because the consultees were 
not representative or that the consultees were unaware that the scheme would lead to delays. 
In our experience it is both.  
1.6  At the information event held in our area at St Chad's Parish Hall, only a small section of 
the plans of the total scheme were available and they were presented in a way that was largely 
incomprehensible to our residents. The NGT visual aids were thought to be largely engineering 
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plans of our area and hard to understand. When checked on-line by our residents, the plans on 
display seemed different from those available on the web-site and they were also subject to 
change over time. The events were staffed by people who were often unable to answer resi-
dents' questions. Also, although written comments and questions were invited, few of them 
have been directly responded to except in most general terms.  
1.7  The notices alerting the public to the TWAO were far from prominent and barely legible. 
Several in our St Chad's area were fixed high up on lamp-posts and printed in a very small font 
which made them unreadable for most people in situ.  
1.8  The volume of the documentation itself with over 8000 pages, its complexity, and layout of 
material deterred many individuals and organisations ( including our residents ) from reading it. 
Our residents' association found it necessary to form a small group to try and work out what the 
scheme meant for our area and send out this information on a regular basis to the wider resi-
dent population. We would argue that it was quite unrealistic to have expected the public to di-
gest it all and be able to respond informatively within the available 42 day consultation period. 
1.9  We found that the NGT published material was often misleading in terms of the many 
claims made for the scheme e.g. the impacts on congestion, production of greenhouse gases, 
the number and value of trees to be felled and lopped back, the delivery of improved and more 
integrated public transport, and the overall visual impact of the trolleybus scheme itself.  
1.10  The initials NGT and brand image of "new generation transport" means little to local peo-
ple. In most people's minds a trolleybus is seen as old technology and we know that there are 
other "newer" bus technologies becoming available. 

1.11 As a result of the very flawed consultation process, the resident association has had to 
compensate for this and spend a considerable amount of time and resource trying both to un-
derstand and to communicate more widely what the impact of the proposed scheme would be 
on the people living and working in our area. 
2.0.  A Worse Public Transport System and Adverse Impact on other Road Users 
and  Pedestrians  
2.1.  In contrast to the claims of NGT that the proposal will lead to a better and more integrated 
public transport system, running two parallel bus routes down the same road with separate bus 
stops will effectively fragment and make more complex local public transport provision.  

 
2.2. The claim that public transport will be improved is not true as journeys by ordinary buses 
(and cars) will be slower and trolleybus stops less frequent. It is expected that there will be a 
reduction of bus services from any given stop. The trolleybus will average a bus very six min-
utes and it is expected that competition will result in a reduced service for other buses too 
(probably from one every three minutes to one every six minutes). A number of minor adjust-
ments to existing bus services could be made including improved ticketing and boarding proce-
dures, readjusted bus lanes, minor route changes such as at Blackman Lane, improved junc-
tions and adjusted traffic light cycles. These measures could mean that everyone's journey 
times could be much improved at relatively little cost. In addition, journey time should be mea-
sured by the total time individuals take to reach their destination (including increased walking, 
waiting as well as bus travelling time - and not just the time of the bus journey). Calculated this 
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way could mean that people may well spend longer travelling by trolleybus than now by bus. 
2.3.  The claim that this will bring a "rapid transit network" to Leeds is highly questionable in that 
the speed of the trolleybus is hardly fast at 25kph and extending the network more widely 
across the city would be extortionately expensive and unlikely to happen soon. The proposed 
scheme is simply for a single route trolleybus service which has no direct connectivity to the 
city's main bus station unlike the bus numbers 6, 28, 93, 97 which currently service the A660 
NW route. 
2.4.  It is accepted by NGT that the scheme will increase congestion, especially in Headingley. 
There is significant cross traffic at most of the junctions as the A660 functions very much as a 
local road. The proposed trolleybus precedence system will not only detrimentally affect the 
travelling time of many general travellers and local residents trying to go about their daily busi-
ness, but will also have an adverse impact on local businesses whose commercial interests 
would be adversely affected because private vehicles moving goods to and from their premises 
as well as clients will be delayed. 
2.5.  One possible consequence of competition with the existing bus provider is decreased pas-
senger demand for ordinary buses and a consequent reduction in services. Outer city bus 
routes could become uneconomic and result in them being curtailed eg Cookridge. A trolleybus 
turning point is being built at Headingley. Depending on levels of demand, services could well 
be reduced northwards from Alma Road and this could significantly affect the level of public 
transport provision in our area and beyond. 
2.6.  Introducing competition between the two bus services raises several important issues for 
our area. As there are separate stops there will be the danger of passengers trying to run be-
tween stops to catch an oncoming bus. This includes across dangerous side road junctions 
bringing greater road safety hazards e.g. at the entrance to St Chad's Church northbound. Also 
the trolleybus stop at Churchwood Avenue northbound is assumed to be more important than 
other bus stops and local residents and other users who wish to use the latter are pushed in-
conveniently the considerable distance of 220m to the newly located bus stop further up the 
road. At Churchwood Avenue junction, the proposal is that under the precedence system the 
bus will be delayed but the trolleybus will not. We do not understand why this should be the 
case. The Churchwood Avenue junction is very busy as it is a major bus stopping point for stu-
dents and staff going to the Leeds Metropolitan University Beckett's Park campus and the pro-
posed changes need modification. If the scheme is implemented there should be only one joint 
bus stop. 
2.7.  Our residents do not believe that many of the junctions will function efficiently either indi-
vidually or collectively as a result of the trolleybus precedence system. At the moment we be-
lieve there isn't enough modelling information available to us to confirm our fears on this. 
Changed junction points at Weetwood Lane / St Chad's Road, West Park, Lawnswood and 
Hyde Park could well result in increased congestion problems especially for traffic trying to 
cross the A660. More information on how these junctions will function would be welcome. 
2.8.  We are unconvinced that the park and ride at Bodington will work. We understand these 
only function well if there is an express service on offer which there is not because of the tech-
nical limitations of the trolleybus in overtaking. The success or not of the park and ride schemes 
will affect the strength of the trolleybus business case. Interestingly, our resident's experience is 
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that the existing express X84 bus from Ilkley currently takes almost the same journey time on 
the same route to the city centre as the predicted time of the trolleybus.  

2.9.  The A660 is a busy and popular cycling route. It is clear that NGT do not expect increased 
cycling to result from it ( it is 'not a cycling scheme' ). Indeed NGT expect a modal shift from cy-
clists (as well as pedestrians) to the trolleybus. This means the scheme is not aligned with Ac-
tive Travel Strategies. The proposal may at first seem superficially attractive to some cyclists 
with the opening up of the trolleybus dedicated lanes to their use, but we share many of Leeds 
Cycling Campaign's concerns about the proposal. First, 2m wide cycle lanes are recommended 
for road safety reasons on busy roads, but stretches of the route are only the recommended 
minimum width of 1.5m and sometimes less. Second, bus lane widths are ideally expected to 
be 4.5m to allow for the safe passing of cyclists by buses, but again parts of the route do not 
conform to this. Third, there are several junctions which, as currently designed, present dangers 
or difficulties to cyclists eg Shaw Lane/ St Anne's Road ( Drawing ref 312694//TD/016). The 
blocking of Hyde Park junction means the large numbers of cyclists ( including many students ) 
are unable to make their way straight down the A660 to the University. ( Drawing ref 312694/
TD/021). Fourth, the proposals remove advisory cycle lanes at Drummond Road. The space is 
not reasonably divided between vehicles, cycles and pedestrians. (Drawing ref 312694/TD/
013). Fifth, the northbound lane prior to Churchwood Avenue and alongside the current pedes-
trian crossing reduces to a lane width of 2.5m alongside a narrow cycle lane. This layout is not 
safe because of the likely competition between different modes of transport. ( Drawing ref 
312694/TD/013). 
2.10. The proposed scheme has been assessed under the Equalities Act 2010 ( Document ref 
A-08h-2 ). Different social groups and individuals will experience the impact of the scheme dif-
ferently in terms of accessibility, affordability, and public safety.  Locally there is concern about 
the impact of the proposal on children, young, older and disabled people. Road safety issues 
raised by our local community include whether the much wider roads will be safer to cross; the 
effect of narrowed pavements particularly for those walking in groups; the increased pedestrian 
hazards on the pavements. There is also concern about the introduction of quiet, long, articu-
lated vehicles ( which have been nick-named "whispering death"). Although the proposed 
scheme claims it will improve the transport conditions, it should be noted that contrary to expec-
tation there has been a steady decline in private vehicles using the A660 in Headingley over the 
last few years. Local cycling groups tell us the road is one of the busiest cycling as well as 
pedestrian routes into Leeds (supporting active modes of travel), and the current public bus 
service is largely well regarded. 

2.11. The area has an unusually high number of children and young people who live and /or at-
tend educational institutions along the NW route. A map of the schools, colleges and universi-
ties ( Appendix 3 ) and the Leeds Census 2011 for Headingley and Hyde Park ( Appendix 4 ) 
clearly shows particularly high densities of young people living and studying along the A660. 
The proposed scheme affects 17 primary schools, 3 secondary, 2 colleges, and 2 universities 
with three large campuses, a huge catchment area. Children and young people are particularly 
dependent on the active modes of walking and cycling along with public transport because they 
are largely no or low income and too young to drive or own a car. They are also more likely to 
move around in groups. Accident statistics for 2008-14 from Clarendon Road to Otley Old Road 
show that 80% of the total number involve the under 20s with the largest group (48%) being 
5-15 year olds, almost half of the latter being pedestrians or cyclists. ( Appendix 5 ). All the local 
schools promote active modes of travel to school yet some pavements are being narrowed to 
2m wide (which does not conform to official guidance on pavement width); roads are being 
widened with some stretches being the width of 6 lanes (including a central reservation). The 
latter is the case in our area. Also street clutter is being introduced with the gantries and sepa-
rate bus stop furniture which can force passing pedestrians off the road. 
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2.12.  Lawnswood School, our main local secondary school (1300 pupils), is objecting to the 
proposal because the scheme as designed will almost certainly adversely affect the road safety 
of its pupils. The disruption and noise during the construction period could well affect pupil at-
tendance and recruitment and influence the school's performance indicators.( Appendix 6 ).  
Kindercare, our local day nursery school (130 pupils), currently uses the 2.9m footpath for extra 
wide buggies carrying six children and regularly walks large groups of children along the road. It  
will suffer from reduced parking opportunities for parental drop off because of the dedicated trol-
leybus lane right outside its premises combined with the resident only parking along its sides. 
Disruption and traffic hold-ups during the construction period will not only result in an extended 
day for the children, but could also well affect the nursery's recruitment (and financial health) as 
their pupils travel from different areas across the city.  

2.13.  The NW route embraces 2 universities and two colleges bringing a large population of 
young people as students to the area. Young people form a very significant proportion of the 
population in Woodhouse and Hyde Park (64%), Headingley (78%), and Weetwood (25%). 
( Appendix 7 ). Many students have more recently moved to be nearer the universities and are 
living in growing numbers in purpose built apartments close to the city centre. The significant 
loss of students to the outer area is described in the Unipol Report. ( Document ref H-9). With 
the closure of Bodington Hall there are no longer any residences beyond the Ring Road. The 
report shows a decline of 57% in student street accommodation in the Becketts Park / Far 
Headingley  / Weetwood area ( Appendix 8 Document  ref H- ? page 33 ). The map (Appendix 
9) shows that most student residences are now very largely clustered within a twenty minute 
walk of the two universities. At peak times the pavement and cycle lane are busy. Walking and 
cycling routes need to be accessible and easy to use and any reduction in pavement width 
would be of great concern. Any significant modal shift of students to the trolleybus is unlikely 
because of their close living proximity to the universities and colleges and their public transport 
requirements have dropped considerably over the last few years. 

2.14. There is also a significant number of older people living further out along the route. The 
over 60s group comprises18% of the population in Weetwood and 28% in Adel and Wharfedale 
including Cookridge ( Appendix 10 ). Lower levels of mobility and higher levels of disability 
means this group are much less likely to walk or cycle and has a high propensity to use public 
transport. Since the introduction of concessionary fares, nationally their use of public transport 
has increased by 79%. Longer distances between stops, longer waiting times, the greater likeli-
hood of having to stand on the trolleybuses, and the possible curtailment of outer city bus provi-
sion will all disproportionately and adversely affect the accessibility and ease of use of public 
transport by this group. Any assumptions of significant modal shift from the ordinary buses to 
the trolleybus should be treated with great caution. Our older residents have made it very clear  
at our meetings that their preference will be to use the existing buses where 77% are seated as 
opposed to 28% on the trolleybus. 

2.15.  In Far Headingley / Weetwood we have two significant residential developments for older 
people in Orchard Court and St Chad's Court flats. The closure of Weetwood Lane junction will 
increase local traffic congestion and noise and pollution round St Chad's Road. It will encourage 
rat running through the residential area. Residents have told us of their concerns about the po-
tentially negative impact of the scheme on where they live. A much wider road to cross, narrow-
er pavements, and separate bus stops have all been identified as negative aspects of the 
scheme which will disproportionately affect our older population. 

2.16. The disabled comprise people with very many different conditions and issues to contend 
with. Although individuals will be affected differently, factors such as complex non-integrated 
bus schemes and time-tabling, a cluttered pedestrian environment, and the long, articulated 
character and quietness of the bus will all pose problems to some disabled individuals. The mit-
igation mechanisms proposed can only marginally reduce these factors. 
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2.17.  Another long term and often understated consequence of creating a wide major arterial 
road out of a local road is that of community severance leading to social and economic exclu-
sion. It will not only be the long construction period that will disrupt local people's ability to ac-
cess local shops, restaurants, schools, health centres, churches and other social and communi-
ty facilities, the new permanent and wider road will create a major physical barrier dividing the 
people living in the communities of Headingley, Weetwood, West Park, Woodhouse and Hyde 
Park, Tinshill and Cookridge. We maintain this will be the reality and not an issue of perception. 
Older people and young families are particularly dependent on being able to easily access their 
local community facilities. Community severance and social exclusion consequent on the 
widened road will become a real issue for all of us. 
2.18.  There will be adverse economic impacts on our local businesses especially those located 
directly along or just off Otley Road ( including Cottage Road Cinema ). The proposed parking 
restrictions will exacerbate already very limited parking facilities. Our area is already resident 
only parking and the proposed scheme will result in a reduction of about 20 permanent spaces 
in the area including in front of local businesses which we use along the Otley Road in Far 
Headingley.The narrower pavements and less attractive environment is likely to affect overall 
footfall affecting the already fragile business environment in our area. A protracted length of dis-
ruption through the construction period could well put their future at risk. The newly located bus 
stop at St Chad's combined with dedicated trolleybus lanes could well deter cars visiting the 
Spar shop and garage at the end of Drummond Road. 
2.19.  If one of the main purposes for this infrastructure investment is to aid economic regenera-
tion, it is hard to understand why this particular route has been chosen for such a significant fi-
nancial investment when there are many other areas of the city which could benefit more.  
3.0.  Damage to the Landscape and Heritage Environment of North West Leeds   
3.1.  The scheme will have a dramatically adverse impact on the landscape and heritage envi-
ronment of the area. The NGT Design and Access Statement says in Table 1-01 that transport 
solutions "should aim to maintain the existing townscape character", "respect and enhance the 
distinctive character of the area it passes through" and "positively contribute to the urban envi-
ronment". Its design objectives include "minimising its impact on building/boundaries, spaces 
and features that have cultural and/or historical significance". We find these statements unbe-
lievable when one sees the decimation the scheme will bring to the A660 road, one of the most 
attractive in Leeds. The road passes through or adjoins six conservation areas making it one of 
the most uniquely historic and characterful routes in Leeds. The landscape includes ancient 
walls, listed buildings and gardens, old wide York stone pavements with grass verges, and 
many mature trees.  
3.2.  The proposed scheme contravenes many existing planning and transport policies already 
in place. eg The West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan 2012 ( NWLTF Statement of Case Ap-
pendix E .08 ) calls for the development and preservation of high quality public spaces. This is 
completely jeopardised on this route by the significant felling and lopping of over 400 mature 
trees, removal of boundary walls, loss of old and familiar buildings, loss of precious green 
space, and the imposition of unattractive wires and gantries into the landscape sometimes at-
tached to Listed Buildings.  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3.3.  The Manual for Streets 2007 and 2010 ( NWLTF Statement of Case Appendix E.02 ) de-
scribes the need for good street design to be the main principle behind place and movement 
function. We question the imposition of such a very inflexible and environmentally intrusive 
mode of transport into such a geographically unsuitable and rich heritage environment.  
3.4.  English Heritage's Streets for All 2004 ( NWLTF Statement of Case Appendix E.03 ) calls 
for the need to reduce street clutter and to coordinate design that reinforces local character 
whilst maximising safety for all. The proposed scheme will add to the clutter by requiring addi-
tional signs, lights and bus stops. We question how the transformation of a busy suburban road 
into a wide multi-lane highway lined in part with narrower pavements requiring pedestrians to 
walk in closer proximity to the road can contribute to a safer road environment.  
3.5.  We have commissioned an Historic Environment Assessment of the Leeds New Genera-
tion Transport Environmental Statement from Archaeo-Environment Ltd to advise us on the im-
plications of the scheme. Their report ( Document ref H-1) makes many telling points. First, they 
advise that the methodology is flawed in that there is no understanding of heritage significance 
The significance and impacts on the conservation areas are dealt with in landscape chapters. 
These do not adopt heritage approaches to the understanding of significance. Second, the her-
itage appendices fail to adequately assess significance of the conservation areas or their im-
pacts, and the methodology confuses significance with designation or non- designation, condi-
tion and impact. It is fundamental to NPPF 2012 that significance must be understood before 
informed planning decisions can be made. The result is that the value of the different elements 
which make a positive contribution towards the character of the conservation areas ( eg mature 
trees, boundary walls, streetscape ) have all been underplayed despite area appraisals which 
regard them of significance and essential to the character of the area. This has led the ES to 
suggest that impact is less than it should be. There is also an over reliance of the residents get-
ting used to their transformed environments so that impact can then be said to have been re-
duced over fifteen years.  

3 6. The cumulative impact on each conservation area as a designated heritage impact has not 
been considered at all and this is contrary to NPPF guidance para 138. The proposal does not 
"conserve and enhance" the conservation areas as required by NPPF 2012, Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 s69, and Policy P11 of the Leeds Local Develop-
ment Framework ( which only seeks to conserve the historic environment and its settings). Ar-
chaeo-Environment looks at two conservation areas as case studies, Far Headingley and 
Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor. For the purpose of our objection, we will look 
at the first as this is the one that covers our area. We would like to add that no appraisal work 
has been carried out on Leeds City Centre Conservation Area and we request that no decision 
be made about the proposed scheme until a proper independent appraisal has been carried on 
the impact of the proposed scheme on this critically important and historic part of the city.  


3.7.  Far Headingley Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan 2008 ( Document ref 
D-5-2) and the Neighbourhood Design Statement ( Document ref D-3-5 and draft D-3-6 )de-
scribe how the trees and green areas bring a distinctive ambience to the area. The Manage-
ment Plan stresses the importance of "ensuring traffic management impacts as little as possible 
on this special character of the area". As local residents we would dispute that the consequence 
of significant road widening, considerable tree destruction and grass verge loss can be de-
scribed as "moderate", we would ourselves class it as  "severe". The character appraisal de-
scribes the boundary walls as a "defining feature" and the soft landscaping as a "crucial 
feature". It emphasises that the tree lined roads and boundary walls are on important part of the 
area's character. The report does concede there will be "negative residual effects" and there is 
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"not the opportunity to provide sufficient mitigation measures " for our area. ( NGT non technical 
summary A06a, para 8.57 ). 
3.8. The Environmental Statement Historic Environment Technical Appendix H refers to the fol-
lowing features being important in our conservation area, namely the spire of St Chad's Church 
as the principal landmark, the Church's own setting as a Grade 2 Listed Building with the green 
open spaces and cricket pitch, the contrast between two distinctive settlement patterns, the ma-
ture trees, and the war memorial with its yew hedging and twin silver birches. We maintain 
these give the area the feel of an unique urban village.The report concludes that the landscape 
setting of the Conservation Area itself along Otley Road with mature trees and green verges 
plus the St Chad's Church spire which "can be seen from some distance away", will be subject 
to substantial harm and irreversible change of character. We might add at this point that many 
of our residents who are members of the congregation have concerns about physical access in 
and out of the Church. They fear that the proposed development (compounded by some of the 
land frontage being commandeered as a construction site) may well cause both perceived and 
actual access problems to members of the congregation and act as a deterrent to them visiting 
the Church. There are similar concerns about the impact on St Chad's Parish Centre which is in 
very close proximity and uses the same gateway entrance. This centre performs an important 
role as a popular community facility and is a place which raises critically important funding for 
the Church. ( Similarly Headingley St Columba United Reformed Church will probably be ren-
dered unviable because the access road and the two main car parks are to be commandeered 
as a construction site leaving no parking space for worshippers or hirers of the hall). 
3.9. The total number of trees destroyed by the scheme is in excess of 453 plus 22 groups 
which have trees yet to be counted individually. There is the loss of 21 trees alone in the Far 
Headingley Conservation Area of which 13 have been described as "significant" in the Conser-
vation Area Appraisal (Document ref D-5-2 Leeds City Council 2008 ). We would maintain that 
the proposed scheme completely fails to impact " as little as possible on the special character of 
the area". A scheme which involves the felling of most of the "significant trees" cannot be de-
scribed as without loss of significance. It also flies in the face of the Council's policy as outlined 
in the Conservation Area Appraisals which sees trees as an "increasingly important element in 
the Council's approach to climate change adaption"  ( Document ref. D-5-2 Leeds City Council 
2008, 12).  The technical appendix only refers to the trees as being a moderately valuable 
characteristic with only medium sensitivity to change ( para 4.414-5), a clear example of a her-
itage asset being undervalued in the Environment Statement. Describing the loss of the 21 
trees in front of the Church as having a moderate/slight adverse impact which is not "significant" 
is incomprehensible to us. The conservation area appraisal says " trees are an important part of 
the distinctive character of the area. Tree lined roads are a defining feature". 

3.10. Given the very significant impact of tree loss on our area, our local resident association 
commissioned a professional arboriculturalist to carry out a tree valuation report on the 21 trees 
that will be destroyed in our area.(Document ref H-2) .The findings (using the professionally 
recognised CAVAT methodology) are that the trees lost in front of the Church approximate to 
the value of over £1/2m. This significant capital asset value loss combined with a degraded 
landscape and heritage environment is very troubling to local residents. As the trees are similar 
in age and type along the rest of the A660 route, the value of capital asset loss to the city for all 
the trees on the route is estimated to be over £14m. An unknown number will be subject to con-
siderable lopping back. The cost of replacement trees is approximately £700,000 which repre-
sents less than 5% of the existing value of tree cover. Although there are plans to replace the 
trees on a 3 to 1 basis with some larger replacement trees being planted, these new trees will 
take decades to have significant visual impact.The costs of the successful maintenance of the 
newly planted trees will be considerable and could adversely impact on the budget of Leeds 
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City Council Parks Department and their ability to properly maintain other of the city's parks, 
gardens and green verges. Maintenance costs are unquantified and excluded from the overall 
project costs. As many as 1 in 4 trees fail to survive such planting so there will be very signifi-
cant additional tree replacement and maintenance costs needed. In addition the destruction of 
such a large quantity of trees will have a negative impact on the air quality and bio-diversity and 
wildlife in our area.  

3.11. The Archaeo-Environment report also makes an important and more general point about 
the potential impact of the scheme on the archaeological heritage of Leeds. It has found that no 
standard NPPF procedures to understand significance has taken place. The ES acknowledges 
no fieldwork has happened and that the impacts on the heritage assets are unknown ( paras 
2.26 and 2.29). "  The current understanding of the extent and survival of archaeological re-
mains within the study area is limited due to lack of data and fieldwork. The exact nature , ex-
tent and significance of potential archaeological remains is difficult to accurately predict from 
desk based studies alone and this generates a degree of uncertainty in predicting impacts and 
effects upon such resources ". No predetermination evaluation has taken place on any archaeo-
logical site, despite the sites being referred to as " significant" by the West Yorkshire Archaeo-
logical Advisory Service (WHAAS). The proposed use of the " Grampian " condition to cover 
future mitigation in the form of recording of buildings and everything from a geophysical survey 
to full scale excavation for below ground deposits, is neither enforceable or reasonable. All this 
is enough to call a halt to the progress of the TWAO. 

 
3.12. The overall change in the ambient environment of NW Leeds will also have significant 
economic impact on the area. A less attractive shopping and eating environment will affect the 
commercial viability of local shops, restaurants and other community facilities. A less attractive 
and green environment will also deter people from wanting to live or set up businesses or seek 
to buy or rent property here. Loss of property value will have an economic impact of its own. 
According to local estate agents the possibility of the scheme going ahead is already reported 
to be having an adverse effect on prices and causing blight to properties situated along the 
route. 


 
4.0. A Weak Business Case and Poor Value for Money  
4.1.  This project has its origins in the failed larger Supertram proposal. Rather than revisit what 
the public transport needs are for Leeds in the 21st century, the NGT has simply reworked the 
model based on a section of the original route replacing a tram with a trolleybus. This is a 
shame because the investment of £250m for nine miles of road is poor value for money. The 
predicted benefit cost ratio is below the average for DfT funded schemes. Any ideas for extend-
ing this stretch into a larger network across Leeds must be tempered by the improbability of any 
future further significant investment of this kind for a public transport system like this in Leeds.  
4.2.  The commercial viability of the trolleybus system is predicated on the accuracy of the pre-
dicted level of demand for the service. In terms of the required "modal shift", NGT estimate that 
71% of the trolleybus patronage will be simply transferred from existing bus services.The fact 
that only £25m is being spent on the buses themselves, means this is really a road building in-
frastructure scheme rather than one whose primary aim is to improve public transport and it 
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should be described as this.  
4.3.  An estimated 6.6% of patronage is predicted to transfer from "active modes", i.e. walking 
and cycling. Yet new transport schemes should now be planned to increase these activities, not 
reduce them. The transformation of a busy popular pedestrian and cycling route into a wide 
multi-lane highway is very likely to further reduce the number of walkers and cyclists. 
4.4.  The very changed demographic of NW Leeds since the baseline data used for the report 
makes predicted numbers of passenger journeys look optimistic.  
4.5.  Two thirds of the predicted shift from car to NGT is expected to be by people using the 
park and ride despite the questionable attractiveness of the scheme due to the lack of an ex-
press bus service into town.  
4.6.  All large infrastructure schemes are prone to budget over-run and any extra costs will fall 
on Leeds City Council. An estimated £77m is already earmarked to be "locally sourced" i.e. 
probably come from a mix of LCC related budgets. This means that large numbers of Leeds 
council tax payers, most of whom will derive no benefit from the scheme, will not only contribute 
significant amounts to it, but also carry the financial risks associated with any additional funding 
is required. It is also likely to affect the overall transport budget for both the city and wider West 
Yorkshire for many years.  
4.7  The adverse economic impact of the scheme on Leeds business has been revealed to be 
in the order of £220m ( NWLTF Statement of Case Appendix H Department of Transport FOI). 
This is a huge amount and it also seems unclear whether this includes the negative economic 
impact on all the small businesses located down or near the route that are already struggling to 
survive in these economically adverse times. A prolonged period of disruption through the con-
struction period will send them under taking the significant number of people they employ with 
them.  
4.8  The figure from NGT for the employment generated by the scheme (4260) seems massive-
ly optimistic, especially when compared to the employment outcome from the larger Sheffield 
tram project.  

4.9. The £14m estimated capital asset value for tree loss along the route could make a differ-
ence to the overall BCR. The Leeds City Council maintenance costs for the new trees has not 
been quantified. 

4.10. The potential cost of mitigation of damage to heritage assets has not been allowed for, the 
potential costs are unknown, and the proposed use of the ' Grampian ' condition to cover future 
mitigation of damage to heritage assets is neither enforceable nor reasonable because the ar-
chaeological works cannot be specified in advance. 
4.11.  As far as we can find out, no other city is currently installing a trolleybus system from the 
start and many of those who have them are getting rid of them because of their inflexibility, 
maintenance costs and impact on the quality of the street scene. As a left handed system it will 
have little resale value.  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4.12.  Finally, there are many other cheaper and less intrusive alternatives that could have been  
considered. These could include improving bus boarding procedures, introduction of "oyster 
card" type systems, the commissioning of more modern and flexible electric buses, improve-
ments in traffic management including remodelled bus lanes and readjusted traffic lighting cy-
cles, and the introduction of a Bus Quality Contract for the route.  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